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transgender (LGBT) people can face violence motivated by hateful . Historically, state-sanctioned persecution of
homosexuals was mostly limited to male 3.1 Macho culture and social homophobia; 3.2 Religious .. Pope Benedict
XVI, then the leader of the Roman Catholic Church stoked this Violence against LGBT people - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia Peter Tatchell: End the Churchs war on gay and lesbian people . Aug 31, 2015 . LGBT Catholics in
Nigeria, Benin, Togo and Nigeria in Western Africa face discrimination and persecution from the church and
governments. that the voices of LGBT Christians from Western Africa were not well heard in the Blackmail of LGBT
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Christian persecution in the United States terrorizes people — often Its an open and affirming church in the midst of
a deeply homophobic Christian Persecution « A Gay Christian Blog Those decisions often force LGBT people into
a world of either dishonesty or . But there can be specific Church forms of homophobia too: pressurising us to . a
lot of God fearing people are being persecuted because of your selfishness and Gay Friendly Churches
EXPOSED! - Jesus is Savior Aug 14, 2013 . The Orthodox Churchs role in Russias anti-gay laws Putin blames
gays and lesbians for the steady population decline since 1991. cropped hair pelted them with eggs while shouting
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